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Editorial

What

Should
I Do?

O

nce again you have in front of you the latest issue of the Youth Messenger. The theme
chosen is “Vocations”, an important topic for
young people. Although not all of the articles are
on this topic, we trust that you will find it beneficial.
Perhaps you are struggling with what type of career to choose, or you may have even chosen a career
in which you are not happy. You are unsure about what
to do. One of the things you will have to do is look at the
talents that the Lord has given you, and give some thought
about how you can use these in a way that glorifies Him. As
one of the articles in this issue states, we are called to do our best
as unto the Lord (Col. 3:23).
It is important to understand that as a society, we need all of the
different talents that the Lord provides. We need labourers and tradespeople, as well as those who have furthered their education in order to
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specialize in a certain academic field. One vocation should not be looked down
upon over another.
It is important that you choose a career that interests you, not so much
because the pay is good, but because the work is something that you are passionate about. If you are doing work that you really enjoy, the rewards of the
job are very satisfying and the paycheque becomes secondary. (The assumption is being made here that the pay is something with which you can meet
your financial obligations.)

Don’t Close Doors
How frustrating it is for someone to dislike his job and not know what else to
do. Therefore it is important, that while you are young, you try to keep open
as many doors as possible. Try to position yourself in a way that will allow
you to move in different directions should your life situation come to that.
This may require that you study in a specific field so that you are qualified in
what you are doing. Too often, young people want to get into the workforce
as quickly as possible in order to earn money and later on when the economy
takes a downturn, as we are now experiencing, they quickly find themselves unemployed. Perhaps they may find that the work they are
doing does not allow them to advance in the field. By furthering your
education you may be in a position to try different aspects of your
specialty. You may not find yourself unemployed as quickly.
By being qualified to do different things in your field of study, you
never know what the Lord may send your way. You could find yourself doing something a
little
different that
is related to your
career.

Being Able to
Provide
There is something
that must be taken

4
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into consideration with the challenges that Christians face today. Will the career being chosen, especially by our young men, provide enough income in order for a wife to stay home, should the Lord bless the marriage with children?
And later on, will the career provide enough earnings for children to have a
Christian education? Will it provide well enough to be able to support the local
church and missions? Although that may seem a long way off when choosing
a career, it is something that should be carefully considered.
As you consider this important topic, you must remember that the decisions
you make when you are young will have a lasting impact on the direction that
your life takes. Speak to a trusted friend or respected adult to gain their insight
as well. Be sure to carefully think about it, but also to pray about, seeking the
Lord’s direction in your life. As the teacher in Proverbs tell us,

“

Trust in the Lord with all thine heart ;

and lean not unto thine own understanding.
			
In all thy ways
,
			
and He shall direct thy paths”

acknowledge Him

(Proverbs 3:5&6).
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BIBLE STUDY

Pastor J. Koopman

Working

Heartily
for
the LORD!

And whatsoever ye do,
do it heartily, as to the Lord,
and not unto men. (Colossians 3:23)

A

t this time many of you are probably finishing up your summer job and making preparations for another year of school. Others
of you might already be working in a particular vocation. Often we can become so busy in
the particulars of life that we lose sight of the
overall purpose. The apostle Paul, in Colossians 3:23, gives an overarching perspective
we need in life: And whatsoever ye do, do it
heartily, as to the Lord, and not unto men.
Paul’s purpose in this short epistle of Colossians (and I encourage you to read it in
its entirety) is to magnify the Lord Jesus
Christ. Is this your primary goal in life? Do
you live, work and play to give all to the
Lord? This, of course, is not our natural
tendency, but this desire grows by grace.
This God-centeredness can only flow from
a heart that has been renewed by the Spirit
of God. Our natural tendency is to look after ourselves, rather than seeking God’s glory!
This all begins to change when we have come to
Christ in faith. That’s what Paul has been explaining in this short epistle. In chapter 2 the
6
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apostle has explained that a Christfocused life is rooted in union with
the Lord Jesus. Then in chapters 3
and 4 he unfolds the implications of
that salvation for our life, including the
work of our daily vocation.
When you ask someone today: Why
do you go to work every day? They are
likely to respond: So that I get paid!
Many people see their daily work as an
impediment to their recreational time.
Perhaps you have seen the bumper
sticker

‘I owe, I owe,
so off to
work I go.’
They are saying that the main reason
they work is to pay their debts. Now it
is a good thing to retire your debts, but is
that the main reason that we ought to work?
Others consider their job as a necessary evil
which is simply to be tolerated. They look to
the ‘week-end’ so that they have some ‘recreational’ time. This is especially true in our
entertainment-driven culture which promotes
this man-centered type of living. Many work
so that they might rest when actually the Bible
teaches that we must rest so that we can work!
In fact, the Bible teaches that we are to do all
things to the Lord! The context of our text in
Colossians shows that Paul is speaking particularly of our daily work when he states:
And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the
Lord and not unto men. From this text we
learn what our attitude should be towards
our daily work.
We learn that the Christian should do all
his work heartily for the Lord! Work isn’t
primarily about us, but about the Lord!
We live in such a self-centered egotistic
age that we tend to think there is something
wrong if the universe isn’t revolving around
us! But all things must lead to God’s praise,
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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God’s glory, and God’s honour! That’s the reason you and I exist! We live
to bring glory to the name of our God. Everything we do must be unto him!
Everything we do only receives meaning in its relation to the Lord! Without him it is all meaningless! In fact this is the main point of the book of
Ecclesiastes. Whenever we try to find meaning in life apart from the Lord
the only conclusion we can come to is that all is vain! (Ecclesiastes 12:8)
However, our text teaches us that we are to look at everything in relationship to the Lord including our daily work. That’s true if you are planting
corn; changing the transmission in your car; building a house; teaching
school; attending school as a student; or preaching from the pulpit. Everything we are – everything we do – must flow out of a relationship with the
Lord. That’s because everything is ultimately to lead to God’s glory!
You see, to do all this heartily as to the Lord means to recognize that all
our gifts – all our abilities – have come from Him for His praise! We have
been given the gifts and graces we possess to serve Him. We are to serve
Him for what He has given us. It means that I acknowledge that I have been
given certain talents in a particular field – and all of you have received
talents in some area – to serve him. You remember the parable of the talents, don’t you? And what were those who received talents from the Lord
to do? They were called to serve Him with them! What capacities did God
give to you? Did He give you mechanical abiliv
ties? As a little boy did you like to take things
apart, and then learn to put them back together? Use that gift! Did He give to you
an exceptional gift in music? Use it to
the praise of God! Has He given you
gifts in teaching? Then teach having
the fear of God as
the basis of
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that teaching! Acknowledge the Lord in those gifts and use them in his service!
Our text is asking us: Am I concerned first about God’s honour and glory?
Is my first concern, not that which benefits me, but that what acknowledges
Him? Am I living for the service of God in his kingdom? Am I following
God’s will or am I following my own will? Am I acknowledging Him in all
my ways? What is the attitude of your heart in making the choices you have
or are making? Is it because you wish to serve the Lord in your life – or are
you seeking to serve yourself? Are you using the gifts God has given to you
to their fullest capacity? Are you entering into an area where you can be of
the most service unto the Lord? By asking these questions – searching the
scriptures – praying for wisdom – seeking council our parents and teachers
– you can then see where the Lord would have you serve in his kingdom!
Therefore young people, in regards to the vocation you choose the questions you ask are not first of all: Will I make a lot of money? Will I have power?
Will others think highly of me? Will I be able afford a nice car? But rather seek
the Lord’s guidance – consider the gifts that God has given to you – and
then you are to contemplate the needs of His kingdom! Is that what you
have done in deciding what you will be doing next year, whether at school
or on the jobsite? Have you acknowledged the Lord in that decision you
have made in your life? My experience with young people is that they often
settle for something with which they will be comfortable – rather than what
God would have them to do with their life!
What the apostle is saying is that we are to work for the Lord rather
than man. He is our Master; He is our Employer! Our Lord Jesus Christ
is Lord over all, and also our work! Our work is a calling; a vocation. He
wants you to manifest his Lordship in all that you do! Martin Luther said:

“A dairymaid can milk cows to the glory of God.”  
If God calls you to be a farmer, you are to be the best farmer you possibly
can be. If God calls you to be a university professor you are to do so with all
your heart. When God calls you to a particular vocation serve Him heartily!
Our text calls us to give whole-hearted service in the Lord’s work in whatever
place he has put you!
Rev. Koopman is pastor of the Free Reformed Church in St. Thomas, ON

. . And whatsoever ye do in word or deed,

do all in the name of the Lord Jesus,

giving thanks

to God and the Father by him.
Colossians 3:15-17
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ANSWERING YOUR QUESTION

Dr. L.W. Bilkes

How
can I
know

what job God has
for me to do in this

world?

T

his is an excellent question. To ask this question is already the most
important step in determining what it is that God has in view for you.
Instead of determining it yourself, or letting others determine it for you,
you need to consider seriously what it is that God would have you do. First,
it’s important to examine what the Bible means by work.

The Bible’s View of Work
God has designed work, and God has designed us to work (Gen 2:15). It
is part of what it means to exercise dominion in the world that God made
(see Gen. 1:26). That is why God made us and placed us in His creation.
Even after the fall, though it is now under the curse, the institution of work
is still an important part of our duty here in this world. There are indeed
circumstances of disease and disability that prevent certain people from
working, but even then and certainly as a rule, work is a very important part
of life. The biblical concept of work includes more than just “paid” labor.
Certainly, it’s more than simply manual work. It is every coordinated effort
of human strength, skill, and ingenuity to some or other God-glorifying end.
An unemployed or retired person can still work. A mother at home works.
A student works in his studies. Children should early on learn to work.
Ministers work. Jesus worked in various ways. Undoubtedly as a Child He
worked in many ways. He also worked for Joseph, His mother’s husband.

10
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He worked preaching and teaching, and so on. And because of these things,
as well as His finished work on the cross, believers from out of Christ can
now work in a way that pleases God. Their labor is not in vain in the Lord.

Directions
The highest calling for you is the calling God has for you. It’s not necessarily being a minister or missionary. The greatest work you can do is the
work that He has for you to do. That’s something the Reformers and the
Puritans were extremely strong on, because they were in a day when clericalism had elevated the priesthood. They were above every one else. They
were a kind of spiritual group, and every one else was very secondary. Take,
for instance, the Puritan William Perkins. He says: “The action of a shepherd
in keeping sheep … is as good a work before God as is the action of a judge
giving a sentence or of a magistrate in ruling or a minister in preaching.”
John Calvin has said:

“Each man has an assignment from God
worthwhile in itself, however modest, because it is received from God, and it is to be lived for God.” Even God
has appointed to all their particular duties in different
spheres of life, and has styled such spheres of life vocations or callings. Every individual’s life therefore is, as it
were, a post assigned him by the Lord, that he may not
wander in uncertainty all his days.”
Have you been called to be an engineer, farmer, mother, dentist, doctor,
landscaper, teacher, fisherman, mechanic, business-owner, scientist, firefighter, accountant, computer technician, truck-driver? That’s the highest
calling you could have. And you shouldn’t in any sense feel that it is a lesser
calling than somebody else. It is the highest calling possible, because it is
the calling God has given you.
That brings us back to the question: “What should I do?” Let’s consider
the following principles:

1.   The first is the Bible. This comes first, because, if the Bible commands or condemns something, no matter what anything else might suggest
in your life, you should first of all obey God’s Word. This means, for example, that any work that would force you to break the Sabbath day, except for
reasons of necessity or mercy, would be improper. It also means that if you
can’t find a job in your line of work, rather than simply saying that it must
mean that you shouldn’t work, you should remember that the Bible com-
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3. Thirdly, talents. God has delivered unto us His goods, in the form of
talents and skills and abilities that He has given us, namely physical, intellectual, and emotional talents. And really, the talents and skills and abilities He has given us are really some of the best ways we can find out what
He wants us to do. He hasn’t asked you to do something that he has not
equipped you for. Now it’s true, that talents need to be developed and honed
and used. At first you may desire to do something, but you think you lack
the talents for it. However, as you set yourself to it with earnestness and
dedication, it will soon appear whether you do or not.
4. Fourthly, usefulness. It shouldn’t be money, or power, or prestige. But
really God would have us ask, ‘What would be most useful?’ Useful in the
world? Yes. What does the world need today? What areas of the world especially need Christians? In what areas of the world can Christian influence be
maximized and made useful? Is it in business? Is it in medicine? Is it in research? But not just: What would be useful in the world? We must also ask
the question: What would
be useful to the church?
Sometimes if you are trying
to decide between two lines
of work, this question can be
helpful to ask. What will be
the more useful path?

5. Fifthly, counsel. It can be
helpful for young people to
confer with their parents
or other people in

12
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her way s,

‘Lord, what would Thou have me to do?’ Not: What do I want? Not what others want me to do. But what does God want me to do? So our job searching
should begin with our knees, ‘Lord, show me, lead me, teach me and nudge
me different ways into the calling Thou hast styled and designed just for me.’

thou sluggard; consider

2. The second is prayer. If God has a calling for us, we have to ask Him,

Go to the ant ,

mands us to labor with our hands. Thirdly, if you are a mother, your line of
work will normally be that with the children at home (Titus 2:5). The Bible
also needs to be first, because it tells us how we should view our world and
ourselves in it, and without it we will not made proper decisions in any area
of life. For example, if God gives me a wife and a family, and if God gives
me children, is this job going to really curtail my ability to be a father? How
will this impact family life? Will I still be able to be as God requires me to
be husband – father, etc.?

Provideth her meat in the summer, and gathereth her food in the harvest.

and be wise : Which having no guide, overseer, or ruler,

authority, such as a teacher, or elder or pastor, as to what line of work
to choose. Sometimes, parents or others in authority can read you and
your abilities better than you can yourself. Often, they also know the
world around you better and can help give you guidance.

6. Sixthly, desire. Sometimes people have talents for something, but
they can’t muster the desire for it, at least not long-term. If this is true
for you, you should ask yourself whether your desires are proper or
inordinate. It is possible that you are simply rebelling against God’s
path, because you desire something the Lord does not wish for you to
have. However, usually, God brings both talents and desire together, as
well as our next point.
7. Sixthly, opportunity. Sometimes people dream of some or other
line of work, but they are disappointed. They never seem to get an opportunity to train, or if they have trained for it, to exercise this line of
work. Though it is possible to make too much out of providence, especially isolated instances, if there is a pattern as you pursue a certain
angle of work of closed doors, it may be that God is directing you in a
different direction. Related to this, there is the increasing concern of
debt. Is this calling going to involve me with an unbearable burden of
debt? Am I going to take that into marriage with me? Will it force me,
if I’m a woman, to work for years of my marriage before I’m “willing”
to have children.
8. Finally, satisfaction. When God created the world, He took pleasure in the work that He made, and so too we may and should, with
thankfulness to God, and in dependence on Him, take delight in what
He has enabled us to do. Of course, we must always confess that we
could have and should have done better. Yet, the farmer may take pleasure in the crops he has planted when they come up, just as a mother
may rejoice when she looks back on the years she spent raising children, despite how the world tells her differently.

Conclusion
As I said at the beginning, the highest calling for you is what God has
for you. I cannot determine that for you. However, allow me to give
three more pointers. First of all, the world desperately needs faithful
gospel ministers and missionaries, men called by God with a desire to
see men converted, the church built up, and God’s glory expanded. It
also needs Christian teachers, who sacrifice their time and energies to
mould the rising generation for service of God in the world. Also, let
no one deprecate the full-time work of a mother, as I have already said
earlier. In a sense, mothers rule the world as, together with their husbands and under their authority, they raise their children in accordance
with God’s Word. May God give our rising generation to view their
callings in the light of the Scripture and labor thus to God’s glory.
Dr. Bilkes is pastor of the Free Reformed Church of Grand Rapids, MI.
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Current issues

Brad Pennings

Is Post-Secondary Education a

Waste of Time?

F

or many today, university or college education has become par for the
course, simply another stepping stone on their way to the career of their
choice. Young people are flooding campuses at record rates, and with
good reason. Post-secondary education has never been more available and
affordable. Many people who a generation ago would not even have considered post-secondary education are now able to attend. But this widespread
availability also has a dark side. Many students are on campus not to gain
knowledge but to gain a degree, not to expand
their horizons, but simply to expand their credentials. These schools have, to some extent,
transitioned from institutions of higher learning into graduate factories. As Christians, what
should be our approach to post-secondary education? Is further education a valuable experience, adding to our knowledge and appreciation
of the world we live in or is it a waste of three or
four years that would be better spent earning a
paycheque? Is it something to aspire to, or something to avoid because of the secular nature of
most universities? Of course, there are no blanket
answers, but these issues deserve a closer look.
Often in Scripture, we are exhorted to get wisdom, understanding and knowledge. The fear of the
LORD is the beginning of knowledge (Prov. 1:7). But
we should not stop there. God has given mankind
stewardship over the earth, and we have a responsibility to learn about and care for His creation. God
has also created us with inquisitive and intelligent
minds to use to His glory. We have an appreciation
for beauty and order in nature, art, architecture, music, literature, and so much more that differentiates
us from even the most intelligent of animals, and is
evidence of the majesty of our Creator God. If God has
14
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created us for His own glory, shouldn’t we strive for a greater
understanding and appreciation of His creation and the gifts
and talents He has given us?
The point of all this is not to put post-secondary education
on a pedestal as the only way to attain knowledge, as if those
who have never gone are poor, uncultured peons. Not everyone can
or should pursue this path, and sometimes reality makes it impossible.
Financial considerations are often at the top of the list of obstacles to overcome. Four more years of school, paying for tuition and supplies and no
paycheques? Frankly, it probably doesn’t seem too appealing to someone
who has just spent the last thirteen years of their life going to school ten
months out of the year. “I’m finally free and I’m not going back!” While
this sentiment is to some degree understandable, we should consider
whether we are really using our talents and intelligence to the fullest.
Are we doing ourselves and God justice if we leave our
gifts undeveloped and let them go to waste simply because we want the “instant” gratification of the financial
freedom that comes with full-time employment? Financial
concerns should not be overlooked, especially for mature
students, but if we are called to further education, we must
be prepared to make sacrifices and trust God to provide.
Another objection often raised is the secular nature of most
universities and colleges. Parents often worry that their children will adopt the relativistic worldview espoused by many/
most in the academic community and return home with a different set of beliefs than they left home with. While this can
and, regrettably, sometimes does happen, it should not keep us
from sending our children for further education. We must raise
and educate our children to know what they believe and why.
“Train up a child in the way he should go: and when he is old, he
will not depart from it.” (Prov. 22:6) If our children are not firm
enough in their beliefs to withstand a few years of postsecondary education, it is doubtful whether they could withstand the
pressures they will face when they enter the workforce. Certainly, Christians going to university or college will face pressure to
conform to the secular and relativistic standards of many of their
peers. Instead of worrying, we should pray that, instead of caving
in, they may be given the courage and eloquence to be ready to
give an answer to everyone.
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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Having dealt with a couple objections, let’s look at two positive reasons
that post-secondary education is important. Christians are called to be the
salt of the earth. And what better way to exert a godly influence on our society than to have learned Christian men and women in positions of influence?
How much good could be effected if we had Christian politicians, Christian
lawyers and judges, Christian writers and academics, etc.? Throughout history, God has used godly men and women to change things for the better.
The second reason for the importance of post-secondary education has
already been touched on, but deserves reiteration. It is that each of us use
our talents to the glory of God; to explore His creation; to admire His creativity; to wonder at the order and logic of the universe; to be amazed at the
beauty of music and language; to marvel that the more we learn, the less we
really know. And to stand in awe of our great God, for “in him we live, and
move, and have our being.”(Acts 17:28)
So whether you’re a student contemplating your future, or in the workforce and thinking about a career change, university or college is something
to seriously consider. Each of us is called to maximize our potential and
use our gifts to the fullest. Whatever our lot in life, whatever our calling,
whether we have a Ph. D or just grade three, “whatsoever thy hand findeth
to do, do it with thy might.”(Ecc. 9:10)
Brad Pennings is in his third year of Commerce studies at McMaster University in
Hamilton, ON, and is a member of the Ebenezer Free Reformed Church in Dundas,
ON.
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Whose Job is It?
Five Questions

CURRENT ISSUES

Ray Pennings

I

t is a pity that the response of some
parts of the Reformed community have
been so negative towards the issue of
Social Responsibility. It was no doubt a
reaction against the emphasis placed
in “liberal” circles upon the so called
“Social Gospel” at the expense of the
Biblical Gospel of Justification by
Faith Alone. This does not however
excuse us from avoiding the issue
rather than
facing it.

What are
my gifts?
An honest selfassessment
of
one’s gifts is the
logical place to
start in sorting
through sort of
work God would
have you do. Paul
warned Timothy to
“neglect not the gift
that is in thee” (I Timothy 4:14) and spoke
of himself that he
“was made a minister, according to
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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the gift of the grace of God” (Eph. 3:7). We should not just think
of gifts as spiritual. Our so-called “natural gifts”, be they physical, mental or social, and need to be cultivated. Sometimes they
are not immediately evident and can be more
clearly seen by others than by ourselves. It
is evident from Exodus 31 that Bazaleel and
Aholiab were called to be the lead craftsman
on the tabernacle and had been equipped
with special aptitude for his assignment.
This calls for honesty, and
sometimes-difficult conversation, as we need to discover ourselves as we really are and not what
we wish we were.

What is my passion?
Our passions – those things we love – are also gifts of God and
need to be considered as we seek to discern our calling. One person may see the beauty of the apple tree while another is caught
up with the mystery of the raven’s flight. God, being infinite and
all-knowing, derives pleasure and satisfaction from both, but He
has given different people different passions, just as he provides a
different beauty to the tulip than he does to the oak tree. For the
tree-admirer to become an arborist and the bird-watcher an apiarist is not a failure on the part of either. It is an acknowledgement
of the passions which God has given to each of his creatures, and
it brings glory to God, for us to pursue our respective passions.
One of the principles guiding our view of work is that we need
to derive satisfaction and see meaning in our work. Following
that principle suggests pursuing areas about which we can get
excited and express love and passion.

What is my temperament?
In addition to gifts and passions, one needs a suitable temperament. Our personalities suit us to some vocations over others.
Someone who has difficulty dealing with diversity well is not likely to successfully practice conflict management; no matter how
skilled they are in mediation or how much satisfaction they can
derive from achieving reconciliation between former adversaries.
Someone without patience is not likely to be a successful medical
researcher, no matter what their understanding of biology or their
passion for fighting disease. The Lord equips his people with the
abilities, passions, and temperaments to suit their callings.

How is the Lord opening and closing the doors of
providence?
Neither should we reduce the issue of calling to a matter of personal analysis. The Lord provides opportunity, sometimes in the
most unexpected manners. David may have thought his accurate
18
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Now there are

diversities of gifts,

but the same Spirit.
And there are differences of administrations,
but the same Lord.

And there
are diversities
of operations,
but it is the

same God
which worketh
all in all.
But the
manifestation
of the Spirit
is given to

every man
to profit withal.
I Cor. 12:4-7

slingshot was evidence of his calling
as a shepherd, but God was in fact preparing
him for leadership. Joseph, on the other hand,
thought his calling was that of leadership.
Hadn’t God himself made this clear through
dreams in his youth? Yet for many years, we
can only imagine what went through his mind
as providence placed him as a servant in a foreign household or a prison guard. The doors of
providence open and close in ways we cannot
always make sense of, yet we know that our
calling takes place within this context.
Few would describe Israel’s exile in Babylon
in positive terms, yet Jeremiah writing to these
exiles writes: “Thus saith the LORD of hosts, the
God of Israel, unto all that are carried away captives, whom I have caused to be carried away from
Jerusalem unto Babylon; Build ye houses, and
dwell in them; and plant gardens, and eat the fruit
of them; Take ye wives, and beget sons and daughters; and take wives for your sons, and give your
daughters to husbands, that they may bear sons
and daughters; that ye may be increased there,
and not diminished. And seek the peace of
the city whither I have caused you to be carried away captives, and pray unto the LORD
for it: for in the peace thereof shall ye have
peace.” (Jeremiah 29:4-7).

www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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What are the needs of the kingdom?
Choosing a career (which in our times is usually shaped by the preceding
decision of choosing an educational path) should not be made based only
on an assessment of ourselves. We are not on this earth to serve ourselves
or maximize our own position in life but to serve God. Although God often aligns our own passions to lead us, we must also take into account the
broader needs of the church and community in which we are live. Is there a
shortage in a particular occupation in which you have gifts? Are there occupations which provide opportunity for strategic influence in society in which
you might be used by God for greater good? It is to be feared that sometimes
when opportunities to serve the Lord in difficult places like Nineveh come
up, we rationalize our ways out of it, like Jonah, to find a more comfortable
assignment. If our eating and drinking is to be done to God’s glory (I Cor.
7:10), then the full array of vocations are ones which Christian young men
and women should consider serving as the Lord equips them.
In a sermon on I Corinthians 10:31, “Let every man abide in that calling,
wherein he was called,” the Puritan William Perkins described as “wickedness” the notion of someone using his vocation “for himself, seeking wholly
his own, and not the common good. Every man for himself, and God
for us all, is wicked, and is directly against the end of every
calling or honest kind of life.”
No formula of questions is going to provide easy answers
but prayerfully and honestly considered in light of God’s
word, these questions provide a starting point. We must
remember to not approach this subject with our predetermined answers based on earning potential, prestige, or other expectations but be prepared to serve God in corners of
His wide kingdom you had not even imagined.
Ray Pennings is Director of Research for Cardus (www.cardus.
ca) and a member of the Calgary FRC. His chapter “Work
and Vocation” in The Christian View
of Work (ec. C. VanDam, Burlington Reformed Study Center, 2005) expands on these
themes.
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Being a

Christian

in Today’s
Work Environment

Current issues

Bert de Jong

O

ur North American society is becoming increasingly secular, and conditions in the “Corporate World” are no exception. In addition to the
temptations with which all of us are familiar and subjected to day after
day, the world of business offers many snares and pitfalls that could so easily trip up today’s Christian.
Most of these temptations have to do with greed. If morals are ignored, it
becomes very easy to “earn big bucks” at the expense of one integrity. After
all, if it leads to additional profits (or income), why not work a little on the
Lord’s Day? Why not cut some corners with a project or job you are working on? Why not pay one of your employees less than he or she deserves,
or replace that person with one who will work for less? The list could go on
an on. There is nothing new here, of course. The Bible already states in 1
Timothy 6:10 that “the love of money is the root of all evil”.
Let’s be clear – there is nothing wrong with a business making a profit,
or a person earning a good wage. After all, we are to show good stewardship, and businesses exist to earn a profit for the entrepeneur who is making the investment and taking the financial risk on a day-to-day basis. (The
current economic recession illustrates graphically what can happen to even the most established and respected companies.) Also,
those who have been blessed with the
ability to study and become professionals
should be rewarded for their hard work
and ambition to excel.
Part of the profits earned by business
are often used for charitable purposes,
such as hospital wards and equipment,
scholarships, sponsorships, etc., all of
which fosters a thriving community.
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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In the Reformed Christian community, Christian School, rightto Life organizations, and many other worthwhile causes are
supported in part by profits generated by Christian businesses
– large and small. Furthermore, the talents of Christian professionals also fuel the success and viability of many worthwhile endeavours.
So what does all this mean to the person who plans to enter the corporate world or wishes to start a business and employ others? What
about the student preparing for an accounting, medical or any other
degree?
As Christians, our lives are to be guided by God’s Word. It is our
textbook, it is our guide book through the journey of our (business/
professional) life. In it can be found all the principles which are to
direct our lives. In 1 Thessalonians 5:17, we are commanded to “pray
without ceasing”. We many come to our heavenly Father with all our
petitions, large and small, and we may do this 24/7, for the Lord never
slumbers or sleeps (Psalm 121:4).

How can we apply this in our daily walk?
God’s Word directs you. The obvious conclusion to be drawn is
that we should be very familiar with it. This Word needs to guide our
every decision. When traveling, do not forget your Bible. It is the most
important travel document you have. Read it at every opportunity.
God’s Word is practical and will help you make the right choices. See
for example 1 Thessalonians 5:22: “Abstain from all appearance of
evil”. When confronted with a dilemma whether something is “allowed” or not, test it with this verse. You will quickly realize the
answer.

Prayer can be offered up anywhere and at any time. It is our
lifeline and connection to Christ. We read in Philippians 4:6 that we
are make our requests known to God by prayer and supplication.
Take this to heart. The Lord is waiting for us to come to Him with
even (in our eyes) the most mundane and trivial things. You can
expect an answer to your prayers. However, don’t forget that “No’
can also be the answer.

Be good stewards. We are called to exercise good stewardship.
Whatever your position, be the best you can be. Exercise good
time management – when studying, complete your assignments
on time. If you are in sales, be on time for your appointments. If
you are carpenter, do not make promises you can’t keep about
job completion, etc., etc. Good stewardship also includes being
honest, not wasteful, and proper conduct.
Stay connected to your loved ones. The pressures of the
job or business can be overwhelming. Make sure to take time
22
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to hug your spouse and play with your children. Take time to
be with them. When traveling, call home very day. Do not
ever leave the house without saying “Good-bye”. Uphold
your family in your prayers. Also, stay involved with your
church family. It is not enough to just attend the worship services on Sunday. Attend society life in your local
congregation. And, if you are a business leader, use your
talents in God’s kingdom as well.

Let your life mirror Christ. We should let our light
shine and never lose an opportunity to witness about our
Lord and Saviour. Be “a city that is set on a hill” and “let your
light so shine before men, that they may see your good works,
and glorify your father, which is in heaven” (Matt. 6:14b&16). This
includes our conduct if and when things are not going well. To our
shame, this is often a test that many Christians fail.
We honour our Lord by using the talents that He has blessed
us with. As Christians, we are to strive to excel in our vocation,
and glorify the Lord’s Name. If you are an employer, strive to be the
best “boss’ ever, setting an example for your employees in your walk
and talk as a disciple of Christ. If you are an employee, be the best
“worker” ever, showing your employer and colleagues that being a
Christian also means being conscientious, diligent, kind and honest.
Taking God’s name in vain or laughing at vulgar jokes can quickly
damage, or even destroy, our Christian testimony, regardless of our
station in life.

Be Thankful. The Lord has so richly blessed you. Never forget to thank
Him for His provision and leadership. “In every thing give thanks: for
this is the will of God in Christ Jesus concerning you” is the instruction
given in 1 Thessalonians 5:18.
Trying to apply the few guidelines outlined here will quickly show
us our need of Christ. As always, the Lord provided all we need to
succeed. It is also clear that we cannot separate our professional
and private lives. They are completely intertwined. We need to do
everything as unto the Lord (Colossians 3:23), as well as what we
are told in Philippians 4:8-9; “Finally, brethren, whatsoever things
are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are just,
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there be
any praise, think on these things. Those things, which ye have both
learned, and received, and heard, and seen in me, do: and the God
of peace shall be with you.
Bert de Jong is Vice-President of Sales, Light equipment and Rentals
at Bomag Americas Inc. He also serves as elder at the Free Reformed
Church in Vineland, ON.
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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current issues

Alfonso d’Amore

Share
Your Daily
Activities with

Your Spouse

H

ow sad it is when a man and a woman married for a long time have
nothing left to say to each other. You sometimes see such couples in
restaurants when they wait for the food and they look around the same
way strangers do when the casual conversation dies out. When good friends
join them at the table suddenly they brighten up; the conversation becomes
jovial, friendly and often filled with laughter until the bill is paid and the
company leaves.
Of course not all communication needs to be verbal. The way he holds the
door for her; the way she welcomes him at home; the way he can tune out
anyone else when she asks him for the time; the way she puts a blanket over
him when he falls asleep on the couch, the way he talks of her to her buddies
and the way he asks her for sugar, honey or tea, the way they look at each
other etc., are all nonverbal cues that often communicate, unawares, what
one assumes is safely locked up inside the heart.
The fine tuning of verbal and non
verbal communication between husband an wife is
not a natural skill that is
acquired overnight or by
virtue of marriage. This
fine tuning is the result
of a long term process in
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which husband and wife learn to communicate with each other, beginning
in the areas of family, church and work. A healthy level of communication
between husband and wife in these three areas is a key indicator of the true
health of their marriage. Proper communication in these (but not exclusively)
three areas will help to cement the relationship by building those bonds of
love, trust and respect that will expand in all other areas of life making mutual communication open, regular and natural and as a result, the marital
bond stronger.
By contrast a communication filled with unresolved conflicts, disrespect,
resentment or indifference in any of these three areas will inevitably create
cracks in the relationship that will begin to separate husband and wife by
causing disenchantment, disaffection, distrust, indifference and maybe even
estrangement. These will sooner or later extend to all the other areas of life
as well, weakening the marital bond.
Of course, we need to add that a healthy level of communication is not necessarily free of conflict, which, when properly managed, can actually enable
the couple to better understand what causes hurts, what truly matters to the
other side, and what is too delicate or too sensitive.
Since, as we mentioned, communication between husband and wife is not
a natural skill, but needs to be refined over time, both sides have to make a
concerted effort in understanding what the husband or the wife actually do
during the day.
A wife needs to realize that what happens in the workplace may, to some
extent, affect and/or afflict the family life.
For example, if the responsibilities and the burdens the husband is facing
at work require adjustments in the way things are done at home, a wife needs
to be aware of them and she may have to adjust her expectations in order to
meet the work needs of the husband.
If the work issues have to do with social pressures or coworkers’ expectations or similarly elusive matters, by being aware of such things, the wife
may be able to provide insight and suitable advice.
As a helpmeet, the wife may also be the most suitable in helping the husband to deal or cope with work related stresses. It is not conceivable to think
that these stresses always remain at work, as they have the power to wear
down the husband, fray his nerves and make him more irritable. All these
things will, sooner or later affect and afflict the family as well, if the wife is
not there to detect them, discuss them and, if possible, alleviate them.
Therefore it is important for a wife to show interest in the work of the
husband; to show interest in his daily routines; to show interest in his workrelated friendships and influences. But all these things are accomplished by
making an effort in communicating, understanding or simply lending a listening ear.
The Bible gives us hints as to what happens when husband and wife don’t
sufficiently communicate with each other. In 2 Samuel 6, Michal (Saul’s
daughter) watches from a window the parade led by David, her husband.
Being at the same time both an uninvolved party (she is watching from a
distance) and a critical observer of the parade, she becomes upset. She may
have been embarrassed of David at first but then she ended up being contemptuous of him, “she despised him in her heart” (2 Sam 6:16).
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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When David returned home, Michal greeted him with words of mocking
and reproach: “How glorious was the king of Israel today, uncovering himself today in the eyes of the maids of his servants, as one of the base fellows shamelessly uncovers himself!” (2 Sam 6:20). David felt the reproach
and strongly irritated replied with great harshness. Their exchange of words
shows that Michal’s expectations were not in line with the spiritual tenor of
her husband. Even though he was a king, religion was not an outward duty
for him. His worship of God was not a social or a political expedient to impress the people, nor was his following the ark a means to become the centre of the attention through pomp and circumstance. Basically Michal had
not fully understood the core values of her husband and how they would
impact his work. She wanted him to act more like the image of the king she
had in mind, i.e. more like Saul, her father. When she despised her husband
David, for carrying out his kingly duties in a way that pleased the Lord, she
failed him as a wife, and for this she was punished, as it is written:
“therefore Michal the daughter of Saul had no child unto the day of
her death.” (2Sam 6:23)
Another useful episode, also comes from David’s life. Abigail
is described as the beautiful and intelligent wife of Nabal, a fool
with no honour or honesty, churly, cross and ill-humoured, “hard
and oppressive; a man that cared not what fraud and violence he
used in getting and saving.” (M. Henry).
Having become aware of what transpired between Nabal and the men of David, Abigail did
not excuse nor condone her husband’s conduct. Recognizing that Nabal could not be approached because of his abrasive and stubborn nature, she intervened in order to avert
David’s wrath. Having impressed David with
her moral strength and personal dignity, after the death of Nabal, Abigail
will become David’s wife. In the
chapters following 1Samuel
25, there are clues that
Abigail played a great
role in the spiritual growth
of David as a leader in Israel.
Abigail’s gentle and godly influence on king David can only
be fully grasped when contrasted with the influence
of Jezebel on king Ahab
mentioned in 1Ki 21:25
where it is written: “But
there was none like unto
Ahab, which did sell himself to work wickedness in the
sight of the LORD, whom Jezebel his wife stirred up.”
26
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If it is vital for the wife to understand and know what the husband is
dealing with at work, by the same token, the husband also needs to take an
interest in the daily activities of the wife, her daily routines, the friendships
and the influences that may develop here and there, regardless of whether
she has a career or whether she is an at-home-mom. Also the husband
needs to realize that what happens in the household will affect and/or interfere with his ability to properly function in the workplace.
If chauvinistic stereotypes tell husbands that they can simply come home
and say: “What’s for dinner?” just before becoming couch potatoes -- there
are indeed “immature” men who think they can have fun with their buddies
after work or on weekends because they have been working, while the “old
bag” has been doing nothing at home -- the biblical reality however is quite
different.
The Bible teaches that the husband must exercise a leadership role in the
household. This role cannot be fulfilled if he does not concern himself with
the well-being of the household; if he does not take time to alleviate the
strains faced by the wife; if he does not take the responsibility to deal with
the stresses associated with carrying out the constant responsibilities of
rearing the kids and taking care of the household. All these things require
constant attention and meaningful communication between husband and
wife.
Genesis 16 shows us what happened to Abraham’s family when,
we could say, for the sake of his
own peace of mind, Abraham
chose to abdicate his leadership functions and refused to confront the daily issues and the
daily tensions faced by Sarah and
Hagar. As a result, his family paid dearly. Sarah lost her maid,
Hagar lost her home and
Abraham lost his son Ishmael.
By contrast Proverbs 31
shows us how the man can be engaged in the daily life
of his wife.

“ Her

husband ...
praiseth her ”

for the way she works
willingly with her hands (v. 13);
for the way she gives food
to the household (v. 15);
for the way she handles house
related business (v. 16);
for the way she stretches out her
hand to help the poor (v. 20);
for how she behaves and grows in
wisdom and grace (v. 25-27);
for how she takes care of the children (v. 28)

and more.

www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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All daily activities have to be part of the mutual communication between husband and wife. In so doing the husband repays the loving
interest and the caring concerns that he expects from his wife.
Of course, should the work place becomes a retreat from unresolved
conflicts, or an escape from family responsibilities, or a sanctuary away from home, so to say, it is no wonder that communication
between husband and wife will dim. It will be even more so when
people at work become the real confidants or the trusted influences
that undermine or replace the role that should belong exclusively to
the spouse. Such breakdown will sooner or later spell doom for the
relationship and for the spiritual cohesion of the couple, eventually
turning into estrangement. That is why it is important to find the time
to share the daily work experiences and the daily household routines
with the spouse. Regular communication in these matters must be
considered one of the pillars that will help cement the relationship
into a long term gratifying marriage.
Alfonso d’Amore is a member of the Marantha FRC in Hamilton, ON.
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Current issues

Blue
Lauralee Vandenberg

The following article is a speech (and presented
here in its original form) given by Lauralee Vandenberg to her Grade 11 English class.
Blue. That’s that. It’s definite. These things
are never wrong. Bethany looks in the mirror, and a red-eyed girl looks back at her.
“I’m going to college next year.” She tells
herself firmly, “I don’t have the money right
now. I’m completely lacking in experience.
I’m still in school and clearly don’t have the
time. And by the end of the day I barely have
enough energy to climb into bed. I can’t go
through with this.”
She steps away from the sink and gently touches her
stomach. “What have I done?”
*

*

www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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From deep inside I feel Mommy’s heartbeat quicken. Resolve and trembling
fill her stomach. A new feeling emerges that I have not experienced before. I am
frightened.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Bethany walks quickly, deliberately. “I can’t deal with this,” she thinks, “not
now.” The sun is still shining in the blue sky, but clouds are forming, threatening rain. Birds are chirping cheerfully in the branches of the birches lining
the sidewalk. Birds are always the loudest before it rains. She waves to old
Ms. Belle while passing her porch. The poor lady never had any children. A
twinge of guilt grips her stomach, but she walks on.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Mommy has been walking a very long time. I keep bumping up and down, but
I like to walk with Mommy. I wiggle my little toes happily; I realized what they
were this morning. It is strange to have extensions on my feet.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Bethany looks up at the sky as she nears the clinic. It’s definitely going to
rain. The building looms above her. There must be at least eight floors.
Could they all be related to what she is about to do? “Well, at least I’m
not the only one,” she says calmly. The thought doesn’t bring her any
comfort, and she cradles her stomach for what seems like the thousandth time that morning. Still hesitating, she tells herself she can’t
stand here staring all day. “The longer you wait the harder it
will be.” She says it out loud trying to gain courage from the
sound of her voice, but it wavers.
Pulling open the heavy door to the waiting room,
she hesitates again, but only for a moment. “Don’t
worry,” she tells herself. “You’ll be fine. It’ll be over
before you know it.” Plastering a smile on her face,
she enters the room. Surprisingly, it is warm and
inviting, with big windows and comfortable-looking
chairs. “This is not at all how I thought it would be,”
she says to the nurse at the desk.
The nurse laughs, “We get that all the time.” She asks
Bethany to take a seat. “The doctor will see you very
soon.” However, as the nurse turns, her smile fades and
tears fill her eyes. She looks at her reception book and
whispers to herself “She’s the seventh to visit in less
than an hour. Oh, what is our world coming to?”
Bethany doesn’t wait long before her name is called.
The doctor admits her into a room that is completely white and very plain. She explains to him
that she can’t deal with the stress of everything
right now. She doesn’t like the idea, but she
30
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feels it’s the only way. There’s too much going on all at once, and she needs
relief. The doctor says he understands.
*

*

*

*

*

*

This new voice is kind to Mommy. He tells her everything will be fine. He even
pats her back while she cries. Why are you crying Mommy?
He tells her I’m not a person and I giggle to myself. What a silly man. Of course
I’m a person. I have a heartbeat, just like she does.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Bethany lies down on a soft and comfortable bed and looks up at the ceiling, white and plain. It is very warm here. Bethany runs her hands along the
navy blue covers and tries to relax. She doesn’t know what to expect. But
the doctor said it would be over before she knew it. Again and again, she
tells herself, “It’s not a baby yet. Murder is illegal, everyone knows that. It’s
simply not a baby yet. It’s just… nothing.”
The doctor begins the procedure and Bethany asks to be
put to sleep. There’s no sense in being all dramatic about
this. It’ll be over before I can count to three, the doctor
told me so… 1…2…
*

*

*

*

*

*

Something black covers my eyes. A strange sour
smell fills my nose. I feel lightheaded, dizzy.
I look through glazed eyes. The white ceiling
is a hazy cloud above me. The doctor stands,
towering over me. The colour of his shirt hurts
my eyes, maroon. Had he always been wearing
it? The tools in his hands shine silver, with an
eerie glow. I am frightened.
A horrible sucking sound fills my ears and
something jumps inside of me. I turn my head
to the left and see something that brings my
heartbeat to an abrupt halt.
On the doctor’s desk sits a screen, all black
and white. It shows something moving. Why
had I not noticed it earlier? I wonder what it
is. A thought occurs to me, and I scream inside.
How big it is already, with two beautiful
hands and two little feet. What are those things
wiggling there? It has toes; my baby has toes!
What am I doing? I have to get out. Get
away from all this. Away from the smiling nurse and
her hidden tears. Away from the white ceiling. Away
from the screen that clearly displayed the evil in what
the doctor is doing; what I had asked him to do; what
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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I am doing?
I try to stand but the doctor holds me down. I am strapped to the bed and
something is digging into my back. I am cold, and I shiver. I grip the blue surrounding me, but it offers only cold comfort now.
Without warning, pain erupts inside of me. I don’t know what to do. This has
got to stop. I don’t want this anymore. I try to yell, but no sound comes out. I try
to lash out at the doctor and his sucking machine, but I can’t move.
Everything is pain and noise and darkness and pain. I am thrashing and crying
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mommy wait, something’s pulling me…
Mommy wait, he’s hurting me…
Mommy wait, he lied to you...
Mommy wait… Have you lied to me?
… I thought you loved me Mommy?
*

*

*

A chilling sensation. A rush of cold, unfeeling air. Extinguishing the feeble
candle of yet another frail existence. Another life, lost. Another chance, denied. Another choice too hastily made. Another hope, evaporated.
Nothing but the hurt remains. An empty pain that grants no relief.
Lauralee Vandenberg is a Grade Eleven student at Oxford Reformed Christian
School, in Springford, ON, and attends Grace Free Reformed Church in Brantford,
ON.
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MSN-Junkies

Current issues

Mr. P.A. Zevenbergen

Even though technology is advancing at break-neck speed, the point of the following
article is valid just the same, regardless of the means used for communication. Young
people of conservative Reformed churches in the Netherlands are exposed more to the
culture around them, and are under great influence and pressure to conform. Whether
a person is an MSN-junkie or a texting junkie, the message is the same. The desire is
to have young people (and adults!!) to ask themselves whether or not he/she is such a
“junkie”. Ed.

W

ith a desperate look the student looked at the vice-principal: he would
lose his cell phone for one week. This is the punishment for letting
it go off during class. The rule is simple: the person who makes his
cell phone seen or heard must live a week without it. An almost impossible
undertaking: living one week without contact, being shut off from the world.
How could he survive!? The world of youth is the world of connectedness. The
school sets restrictions. Are restrictions useful and necessary?

Signs of msn junkies
Recently in the Netherlands an article was written entitled “Enslavement to
being connected”. The main focus was a great diversity of possibilities for
communication: hyperlinking, blogging, chatting, e-mailing, phoning, msning,
and twittering. It is beyond the scope of this short article to analyze all these
modern means of communication. One thing is very clear: young people make
use of many possibilities to keep in touch with each other. The author of
the Elsevier article speaks of “msn-junkies as being enslaved to phoning and
msning. At home, at school, at the work place, with friends, yes, everywhere
young people are within reach. This is important: I just need to tell you this;
I just need to pass on to you that. Wait! I am expecting still a text-message.
They look at their messages on their cell phones. Quickly they send yet anwww.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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other text-message. Then with unrelenting anxiety they look to see if an answer comes. At night, they continue to keep in touch. The cell phone is even
used in God’s house. ‘MSN-junkies’ is a word that can be added to Webster’s
dictionary. What does the dictionary say about addiction, a word from an
earlier era? The definition of this word is: “the phenomenon that someone
can no longer abstain from the use of something that (in the long run) will be
damaging to him”.

Why so attached to msn?
Scholars have carried out studies to determine the particular behaviour of
the cell-phone user. Where does that need for constant connectedness come
from? What does it offer? Various sociologist offered these answers.
to deal with loneliness and insecurity
to deal with estrangement in our modern world
to strengthen the sense of belonging.

Marks of digital addiction
One researcher identifies five marks of digital addiction: (1) it costs too much
time and money; (2) it is hard to stay away
from; (3) one never turns off one’s equipment; (4) one becomes desperate when
one’s equipment does not work; (5) one
carries on despite the damage it does.
Media-consciousness and dependence also encourages cell phone
usage. A media orientation predisposes a person to digital addiction.

The Bible & our cell phones
Cell phone usage costs too much
time and money. Young people
spend too much time on digital
connectedness. Each spare
moment is filled with phoning or msning. They often keep their cell phone
in the “on” position. Is
that a profitable use of
their time? The apostle
Paul writes “the time is
short” (1 Cor. 7:29).
Time is limited. The
time given to us is a
time of grace. Do
not the eternal concerns suffer under
this abuse of time?
A cell-phone and
a subscription can
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cut into the budget heavily. Do those costs equal the profit of digital connectedness? Money must be used wisely. It is a gift from God and wasting it is
against His Word. Moreover young people are forced to spend additional time
in a second job to gain more income to cover their expenses. Too much time
and too much money are absorbed. Parents do well to take their responsibility
seriously in the upbringing and guidance of their children.
The next three marks of addiction can be summarized by a strong dependency on equipment. God’s Word calls us to put the things of the world into
perspective: having and yet not having, possessing and yet not possessing. A
great attachment to the things of this world is not well founded. God’s Word
warns us not to set our hearts on the things of time. We may use the things of
this world, but not abuse them (1 Cor. 7:29-31). Sometimes using and abusing
are very close together.
Digital contact addiction is harmful for our young people. From this perspective parents and teachers may indeed set limits. Use of the cell phone can
be good and necessary. Excessive use, which absorbs one’s entire life and
budget, must be opposed by parents. Cell phone-free times and places in the
home are helpful, just as limits to one’s budget. Do parents point out the harm
of the wrong use of time and money to their children? Do the parents point out
their harmful effects? And then yet one more important question in closing: do
parents give a good example or are parents also msn-junkies?
This article, written by Mr. P.A Zevenbergen, appeared in the July 3, 2009 issue of Om Sions Wil, a pastoral magazine for the Reformed community, which
is widely read by families of conservative Reformed persuasion. This magazine,
which has its roots in the Reformed Alliance, a conservative wing of the former
Dutch State Church (now known as the Protestant Church of the Netherlands,) recently was expanded to include other conservative Reformed churches, from which
the Editorial Committee and writers for this magazine have their background.
For those who are fluent in the Dutch language and wish to learn more about
this magazine, visit www.omsionswil.nl. This article has
been printed with permission and has been translated by
Rev. L.J. Bilkes, pastor of the Ebenezer Free Reformed
Church of Dundas, ON.
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SUMMER 2009 CAMP ACTIVITIES
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Jacqueline Vandermaarel

T

he weekend officially started when everyone arrived
at around 6 Thursday night. With the long drives
and cram packed vehicles, everyone was excited to
get out and explore the new surroundings. Camp Dogwood is situated on the side of a beautiful mountain close
to Hope, BC. Besides the amazing view, we were rewarded
with many available conveniences: a big field for playing
sports and organized games, a main cabin (which included a
dishwasher, stove, freezer etc.) for the basics such as eating,
church and indoor activities, a bathroom with hot showers,
playground, basketball court (which was used often), and two
cabins beside each other for each gender.
After everyone hauled their vast amounts of stuff up the
hill into the two cabins, we trickled back down to the main
cabin for a delicious supper prepared by the amazing ladies
who did our cooking for the whole weekend. After supper, we
put on name tags and headed outdoors for the first ice breaker
game. Having everyone split into groups of 5 or 6 we started
a game called “hot lava.” We had 3 crates and two different
length 2’x4’s and we had to connect them, walk on top of them,
then successfully get everyone on the team over without falling
into the lava. Needless to say it was a pretty good starter for the
weekend. The next game involved donuts on strings being fed to
certain individuals lying on the ground. Let’s just say that some
people weren’t too hungry, especially after supper and it got a
little messy. After the two games we were free to do as we pleased.
Between sitting around the fire, playing basketball and organizing
clothes back in the cabins, the evening ended on a good note as
everyone headed to bed at 12am.
The next morning we awoke with renewed vigour and headed down
fall2009youth messenger

for breakfast. After a delicious meal of eggs, sausage and toast
we were sent off to do our private morning devotions for about
half an hour. After devotions we split into three groups, according to the activity you wanted to participate in, and headed off for
the day. The activities choices consisted of hiking, canoeing, or
spending a few hours at some historic tunnels and a local lake.
The climbing group headed off to tackle a mountain from base
all the way to the peak. It was an amazing experience. Assuming
it was going to be easy we started off at a fairly rapid pace, but
after constant warnings from our leader we finally started to experience the leg cramps and stomach cramps. We encountered steep
cliffs, little birds, snow and ridged rocks. When we reached the top
we were rewarded with an amazing view as we scanned the skies
and saw mountain range after mountain range. When we got back
to camp a few of us played on the slip and slide, getting wet right
before supper. The slip and slide proved to be an exciting addition
to our weekend.
After supper we were allowed an hour to settle down and then
meet back at the main cabin for our first speech of the weekend
provided by Rev. Moerdyk. The topic for the weekend was “Denying the Power” so he spoke about how we were to live our lives
for Christ. A lot of “Christians” have godliness without power,
appearing godly and religious but their life tells a different story.
An example would be Paul the apostle. He had a form of godliness but until God changed him he was living for self. After he
was converted Paul wanted to honour the God who had saved
him with every aspect of his life. We should seek to do the same.
Saturday morning dawned fresh and clear as we went down
to eat breakfast. After our private morning devotions, we all
headed off once again into different directions. Each group
came back slightly tired but still had enough energy to play on
the slip and slide. Supper rolled around and we were rewarded with a delicious meal of meat loaf, potatoes, gravy, and
veggies. After supper we played a game of life sized spoons,
which involved the slip and slide balloons, olives, ribbons
and LOTS of running.
Next we settled down for another topic, this time provided
by Rev. Overduin. He stressed the fact that leaks in godliness lead to us denying the power. We need to express dependence on God, expecting all from Him. Pastor Overduin
presented some practical pointers to aid us in our desire for
powerful godliness. When the speech was over we gathered around the fire for some singing and then headed off
to bed.
Sunday after breakfast we were given an hour or so to get
ready for church and to socialize. Then we gathered in the main
cabin for a church service led by Rev. Moerdyk. In his sermon he spoke
to us on Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego being example of powerful
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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godliness. After church, we enjoyed a delicious meal of soup and buns.
We then headed off to church once again, this time to Chilliwack. In this
last message on our theme, Pastor Overduin encouraged us, among other
things, to remember that true powerful godliness flows from a vital faith
relationship with the Lord Jesus.
Everyone from church was invited back to the camp for a potluck supper and a time of singing with the youth. When supper was cleaned up
and everyone headed back home we waited until dark and played a fun
game of sardines. Only lasting three games, we headed back to the fire to
say some goodnights and goodbyes because a lot of us would be leaving
early the next morning for the long trek home.
Monday morning we headed down to the main hall for breakfast and
our last goodbyes. With everything
packed and ready to go we stood
together one last time for a group
picture.
It was an amazing weekend by
far and many new friends were
made. We had two accidents
which involved trips to the hospital but despite that it was awesome. Thank you to everyone
who came to help and to everyone who came just for the sake
of being there. It was awesome
and many of us can’t wait till
next year.
Jacqueline Vandermaarel attends
the Bethel FRC in Monarch, AB.
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amp 2009
marked the
45th anniversary of FRC youth camp. During the Friday night opening, Kim Hamstra read to us an article giving an overview of the first
camp back in 1965. It was written for the Messenger by Pastor Carl
Schouls, who was at that time a camper. The following italic texts are
excerpts from that article.
“Were you there? Were you with us that Friday night, when in pitch darkness, intensified by choking clouds of dust, we were welcomed with that warm,
straight-from-the-heart (and off key) chorus “Hello, Hello”? Did you
join us around the campfire that first cold night?”

SUMMER 2009 CAMP ACTIVITIES

Katie Pennings

Like that first year of camp we were once
again warmly welcomed by our camp leaders
Kim and Jan Hamstra. After the business of
schedule and rules, Kim Hamstra introduced
us to our camp speaker, Pastor Jack Schoeman.
The weekend topic was “Lessons Learned from the
Teenage Years of Charles Haddon Spurgeon.” Many
were looking forward to learning about Charles
Spurgeon. We hear the name so often but know so
little about this great Christian man of our
history. Pastor Schoeman’s speeches did
not disappoint. The first speech was entitled “A Biographical Sketch of C.H. Spurgeon.” We learned of Spurgeon’s love of
reading, his calling to be a minister at the
age of 17 and his famous sermon give at
the Crystal Palace. After this introduction
to Spurgeon, we started the “Friday night
kick-off” activities which were run by the
Brantford Young Peoples. First, there was
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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the serious business of initiating the newcomers. After that was taken
care of, Colin Postma presented a PowerPoint which showed some
highlights of last year’s camp, as well as some old pictures of the 1965
camp. The men in the room were especially impressed with the picture
of vintage cars filling the camp parking lot. After planned activities,
devotions were read in the cabins and a campfire followed.
“If you were there, will you ever forget the first week-end camp? The
shimmering heat and the chilly rain? The exhausting games and the moments of mediation?”
We were blessed with wonderful weather throughout the camp
weekend. Saturday morning was especially beautiful as we gathered
with our teams for a morning of sports and games. We were
all tried and ready for lunch after rounds of soccer, capturethe-flag, baseball and more. We enjoyed a delicious BBQ that
hit the spot after our activity filled morning in the sun. At 8:30
PM sharp, Pastor Schoeman gave his second speech at Pearce
Hall. Again he spoke of Charles Spurgeon, this time about the
details of his conversion, and the lessons to be learned from it.
“Progressing while preserving” was the theme. How well was this
explained to us on Saturday morning at the brook when Mr. Stehouwer spoke and also the next morning in church. Paul’s words to
Timothy to keep what had been entrusted to him, are of value and
meaning also to us today.”
Sunday morning dawned bright and beautiful. After another
big breakfast we headed over to the hall for our first worship service, led
by Pastor Koopman. The theme was “Fear God and Keep His Commandments!” We were told to think about the brevity of life, and to acquire
true knowledge of God in our youth. Pastor Koopman challenged us
with the question of “What are you DOING with your Youth?” After
the service and coffee, everyone found their “teams” again and groups
could be seen scattered around the grounds talking about the discussion questions that they were given. The 11 questions discussed
were under the heading “Remember now Thy Creator in
the days of Thy youth.” The afternoon service was led by
Pastor Schouls, under the theme “Paul Teaches us how
to Live a Sanctified Life” and was based on the scripture
of Romans 12:2. We were told that we had to stop being
like the world and allow the transformation of our minds.
The goal: we will rejoice in the will of God. We thank all
three pastors for their messages and dedication to the
youth of our churches. After a turkey dinner we welcomed
the guests who arrived to join us for Pastor Schoeman’s
third and final speech on the life of Spurgeon. This third
address was titled “His Calling” and was perhaps the most
40
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convicting of them all. After learning about the details of Spurgeon’s
calling, the youth were challenged to actively serve the Lord. They
were entreated to “not just sit there” but to make use of their zeal
and gifts in the kingdom of God. “Get involved, young people CAN
contribute to the spreading of the gospel!”
“My friends, I could write so much more about this camp. The clamour for
food by 90 hungry mouths; the mad scramble to “wash” 90 sets of dishes
in one pan (all at the same time!); the blue lake; the wiener roast; the singing in a pick-up truck, under a tarp to keep out of the rain; touching words
spoken by Rev. Bilkes in closing and much more. Those who were there will
know it’s impossible to tell all. The camp on the whole, was a success.”
After the visitors were gone, all the snacks were eaten
and the very late hour arrived (or you could call it very early), shocked screams could be heard. The traditional water
fight was underway; boys against girls. Around 1:00 AM the
planned activities begun. The night begun with a surprise from
the counselors as they brought back the old classic “Kangaroo Court.” The “offenders” were punished according to their
crimes. After this each group presented their little skit with
the winner being crowned according to the applause given.
Next, the campfire was started up again and the determined
ones prepared themselves for an all-nighter. Let’s just say,
the breakfast atmosphere that morning was very subdued
compared to the others. After thanking the kitchen staff and
several cups of coffee the campers and counselors took to
the task of cleaning up the grounds, packing belongings and saying
goodbye to new friends.
Camp 2009 was a great success. Thanks must be given to Ina
Pennings and her crew of kitchen staff, who fed us all in support of
Word and Deed. It takes a huge amount of organization to feed over
130 teenagers all at the same time and we thank them for their hard
work! Also, thank-you to the well-behaved campers, the enthusiastic
counselors and especially to Kim and Jan Hamstra who put so
much work into this weekend. I’ll sum it all up with one more
quote from Pastor Schouls’ article about that first FRC camp;
“All these efforts together, were in no small way responsible
for this success. And let us acknowledge this humbly, the Lord
provided well. Those few who tried to create discord at night
(and failed!) will now probably realize how foolish and childish
they acted. The Lord willing, there’ll be another camp next year
and already now we extend a hearty invitation to all young,
Christian adults to come.
Katie Pennings is a member of the St.George Free Reformed
Church, and was a counselor at this year’s camp.
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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Mrs. P. DenButter

Martin Webb

P

eter and Joey are riding their bikes after school. Their bikes are swerving all
over the road. They are laughing so hard. Oh, what fun they had in school
today.
“Did you see Mr. Verbeek’s face?” Peter says to Joey. “He was furious, but oh, it is
so much fun to bug him”.
Peter and Joey had the whole class laughing. You just had to laugh once Joey got
going. He was just hilarious. It was always the most fun with Mr. Verbeek. Not because of the lesson, oh no, it was history and well, the teacher could be so boring.
If he would just tell an exciting story, that would help, but of course that only took
place in the lower grades and really, they were getting too old for that. But, is it really
necessary to make it so boring?
“Hey”, says Joey “A while ago, Mr. Verbeek had to take off a few weeks to rest. I
hope that happens again. At least we’ll get some free time.”
“Yeah, I can use it.” Peter says
in a tough voice. He is quite
proud that Joey wants his
company every time. With
Joey in the neighbourhood,
you never get bored – just
lots of laughs.
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“Look, here comes that goody-goody again,” mutters Joey when he sees Martin
Webb coming.
“Oh,” answers Peter, “He never bothers with us anyway.” He doesn’t have anything against Martin. True, Martin doesn’t go along with their teasing. He learns
his lessons well and, well, he is slightly boring. He has an open honest face. He can
look at you with such a pained, astonished expression with those big blue eyes when
you go a little too far in class. The name ‘Whitehead’ is given to Martin because his
hair is so fair that it is almost white.
Hesitatingly, Martin rides his bike up beside the two boys. “Hello” he says and
waits.
“What do you want?” Joey asks rudely. “You know we are not allowed to ride
three bikes beside each other and I like to keep to the letter of the law.” Peter chuckles.
Martin then says quietly, but hesitantly, “We shouldn’t tease Mr. Verbeek so badly
again. That is not allowed and he can get something from it. He has had a nervous
breakdown before.”
“But Martin…!” says Joey amazed, “You never tease him. You are such a good
boy. You mean, of course, that we shouldn’t be so bad. And who will order us not
to? You?”
Peter laughs loudly but, it is just as if Martin is not afraid. In a timid voice Martin
says “The Lord says that we must honor our parents. My Mom said that when we
are at school the teachers take their place. To honor means the opposite of teasing
and pestering.”
“Oh, ho”, shouts Joey joyfully, “I am almost falling off my bike in amazement. You
sure learn your Bible lessons perfectly. You are a lot better than us.”
“No, No,” exclaims Martin quickly. “I am not better. If you really knew me, you
would see how sinful I am. But…”
He doesn’t get a chance to finish his sentence because Peter interrupts, “Yeah,
every night he lays in his bed crying with sorrow,” he mocks to Joey.
Joey rolls with laughter and almost falls off his bike. “That is precious, that is precious,” he howls. “Now you are learning Peter.”
For a moment Peter enjoys himself, but, when he looks at Martin he sees the
stricken look on Martin’s beet red face. Martin cycles away as fast as his legs can
peddle. The two boys’ shouts of laughter
follow him. Then, then, Peter gets a sick
feeling that he has done something
evil. His eyes follow Martin riding furiously down the road.
Hey, isn’t Martin paying attention
at all? Doesn’t he see the stop sign?
Doesn’t he see that he has to cross the
busy main street? Are his eyes blinded?
He has to stop or…
The driver on the right tries to brake in time,
but who expects a boy to just keep right on coming
through the stop sign? Brakes screech!! Then! There
is a dull thud! The traffic on the left grinds to a halt just in
time. A boy lies very still in the center of the intersection. His battered bike lies a little further. Peter and Joey who have seen everything come
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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closer. Calmly, Joey says “The bike is wrecked and Martin is unconscious.” Peter
remains silent. For a moment he despises Joey. Oh, Martin is so white! A small
stream of blood is coming from his ear and it makes a sharp contrast to his blond
hair. Is it really serious?
The driver of the van is very upset. “Please, please, someone call an ambulance for the poor boy,” he says.
“An ambulance is coming and so are the police” says a bystander. “Try not to feel bad, you couldn’t help it. That
boy just didn’t look and kept right on coming.
They can be so reckless.”
Peter feels that Martin doesn’t
deserve this statement. He
would have looked better if
they hadn’t been so mean in
teasing him.
Here comes the ambulance
now. The sirens are wailing and
the red light is flashing. Very carefully, Martin is put on a stretcher. Peter sees the two ambulance attendants
look knowingly at each other. The ambulance quickly departs for the hospital,
the sirens clearing the traffic ahead of
them.
All the people slowly leave too.
Joey has the nerve to tell the police
who Martin is and where he lives.
Peter gets on his bike. He has to
get away from here. Over and over
in his mind he can see the accident happening before his eyes.
He rides his bike home as if he is in
a daze.
Coming into the house, Peter
can smell delicious smells
coming from the kitchen.
In a few weeks Christmas would be here and
Peter’s mother is doing
some baking. Normally,
Peter’s mouth would water
and his mother would let him
sample the goodies ahead of time. Today,
the odor
didn’t even tantalize him. He hung up his coat on the hook, and slipped off his
boots. Going straight to the family room he falls into a chair beside the fireplace.
It is warm and cozy by the fire, but, why does he feel so stone cold?
Mother comes into the family room and says cheerily, “Hi Peter. Don’t you say
anything to me anymore when you come home?” Then she notices Peter’s face.
“Did something happen or are you sick?” she asks with concern. In a dull dead
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voice Peter says, “Martin Webb rode his bike into a van.
The ambulance came and took him away. He didn’t move at all
and blood was coming out of his ear.” Actually, Peter felt like screaming, “It was all my fault, it was all my fault. I teased him so badly!” But, Peter
doesn’t dare tell anyone. Mother’s face is very serious. “Oh, I hope that it isn’t
too bad. It is only a year ago that his father died. His mother is such a sweet,
courageous woman,” she murmurs to herself.
Another frightening thought for Peter. Of course, Martin has a family! Oh, if
only he gets better! A thought enters his heart. Pray about it? Peter doesn’t dare.
In his ears resound the mocking words that he uttered to Martin. What if Martin
really knows the Lord? Then he has mocked with God’s work. Strange, what was
so enjoyable this afternoon now seems very mean and evil.
Martin didn’t make it to the hospital alive. He never regained consciousness.
His mother again had to go to the cemetery. Martin’s casket is lowered into a
grave beside his father who died a year ago. Almost all the teachers and children
of the school are there at the funeral. A few boys stand crying and so do many
of the girls. Strange, Martin’s mother doesn’t cry. The face of Martin’s mother is
very sad but yet very peaceful looking too.
Peter doesn’t cry. He can’t. He is certain the never again will he be able to
laugh or cry. Oh, if anyone knew whose fault the funeral was. He didn’t hear a
word that the minister said. He can not sing either as the others sing:

Under the shadow of Thy throne
Thy saints have dwelt secure
Sufficient is Thine arm alone
And our defense is sure.

www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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Mr. Verbeek has had a very quiet class for some time now. Martin’s death has
left a deep impression. After a week, Joey who is always on the lookout for some
fun becomes uneasy. There is no more fun at school. That has to change. At
lunch time, he goes to Peter, who is staring out of the classroom window.
“Hey”, he says and clasps Peter on the shoulder. “We should play a joke this
afternoon in Mr. Verbeek’s class. It is so boring in class, and honestly, you are
acting as quiet as a mouse.”
Peter jerks his shoulder away from Joey’s grasp. He looks despairingly at Joey.
“Do you think I will ever tease anyone again? Isn’t it enough that Martin was
chased to his death?”
Amazed, Joey looks at Peter. “What is the matter with you? Oh well, I’ll just
wait a while. Maybe you’ll feel like some fun again soon.”
Now, neither of them realized that someone heard this short conversation. Mr.
Bruin, the principal, knocks on the open door and comes into the classroom. “Can
Peter Campbell come and see me after class is over?”
Peter looks up quickly. Go see Mr. Bruin? What happened? Peter nods his
head and says, “Yes sir.”
After the closing prayer, Peter walks to Mr. Bruin’s office. Mr. Bruin sits at
his desk writing. When Peter enters he stands and offers Peter one of the
two chairs on the other side of the desk. After Peter sits down, Mr. Bruin
sits down in the other chair. Then he says suddenly, “Peter, I want you to
know, I heard at noon today, what you said to Joey about Martin. Will you
tell me what happened?”
It seems as if everything is swirling around in Peter’s head. Peter is terribly shocked. What will happen now? He feels the blood drain from his
face. He stands up quickly and wants to run away. Mr. Bruin stands up
too, and Peter can’t escape. “My boy, I wish you no harm. There is something with which you can’t go on, isn’t there? I think it would be good to
talk it out now.”
Peter is undone. For the first time since that terrible day, he begins to
cry. It is as if a flood has burst and he is unable to talk. Slowly he becomes
calmer and in jerky sentences he tells Mr. Bruin everything. He tells of the
times that they teased Mr. Verbeek and made chaos of his class. Then, he
tells of the day that Martin rode his bike beside them and how they had
tried to make a laughing stock of him.
Mr. Bruin listens quietly. In his heart he prays, “Oh Lord, how sinful
we are one to another.” Peter is finished with his story. Now he waits to
hear what Mr. Bruin will say. It no longer matters if he becomes angry.
Peter feels so empty inside.
“Peter,” says Mr. Bruin, “You have to put completely out of your
mind the thought that you caused Martin’ death. That was never
your intention, was it? You did sin towards Martin and Mr. Verbeek. You let the devil use you to do to others what you yourself
would not like. It was Martin’s time to die, decided by God
Himself. We may believe that he is now with God. His mother
found some of his notes and in them he showed that he was
seeking the Lord and also wrote of the comfort he sometimes received, as well as his fight against sin and the
sorrow of sin. That is why what you said to him hit
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home so hard. A very short time later he was completely happy with his Saviour.
Even if you wanted to make everything right with Martin, he would not wish to
return for that. If it was possible for you to speak to him, I think he would immediately forgive you and urge you to seek the Lord. More important is what God
says in His Word. Soon we hope to celebrate how the Lord Jesus came to earth
as a small baby. Why didn’t he come as an adult like Adam and Eve? I will tell
you. From our very beginning we are filled with sin and worthy of eternal death.
Because he was always perfectly obedient and born with no sin,
little children as well as adults can be saved.
Jesus didn’t only live perfectly as we all should do,
but through His suffering and death has paid the full
penalty for his people. Even if Martin could forgive
you, you would never be completely happy if God
was not willing to forgive your sins through the
work and obedience of the Lord Jesus.”
“Yes,” nods Peter. It is as if a weight is falling
off his shoulders. There is hope springing up
in his heart!
“What a blessing it is, isn’t it Peter, that
God took Martin away and not you?” says Mr.
Bruin, as Peter stands up to leave. “For where
would you have been?”
Mr. Bruin watches Peter go. “Lord,” he prays
softly, “Have I been allowed to speak a good Word
for Thee? Thou knowest that I desire that one
thing needful for the children far more than good
marks…”
Outside Peter walks to his bike. That hopeless
feeling is gone from his heart. Oh, how much he
cares for Mr. Bruin. Above that, he feels a love
toward God who has still spared him. It is still the
day of grace. He may still seek the Lord. In the Lord
is everlasting fullness – so Mr. Bruin had said. Those that seek
shall find. That is written in the Bible, he knows.
Now a prayer arises in Peter’s heart “O Lord teach me to seek
Thee. Help me never to tease anyone so wickedly again.” He decided that he must talk to Joey too. Doesn’t Joey need the same as him?
The thought goes through his mind, “Maybe I will be mocked or called
a sissy.” At this moment it matters little. Peter jumps on his bike
and happily rides home.
Peter’s desire is to serve the Lord and to walk in His ways,
which is far better than the way of worldly pleasures.
The late Mrs. P. DenButter lived in Canada from 1975-1982
while her husband, Rev. P. DenButter of the Netherlands, served
the Toronto and Hamilton, ON Free Reformed Churches. This
story was written and first told to a Christmas Program by
Mrs. DenButter during the time the DenButters served in Canada.
www.frcna.org/youthmessenger/
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